Integrated audit as a means to implement unit protocols: a randomized and controlled study.
Great emphasis is placed on the need to base assistance activities on efficacy evidence. Nevertheless, it is demonstrated that the mere knowledge of scientific recommendations is not sufficient to determine changes in practice. Many elements can influence the operators' behaviour, so that comprehensive strategies are needed to change wrong or not evidence-based practices. The aim was to compare the efficacy of two protocol implementation strategies: clinical-organizational integrated audits with feedback and presence of facilitators in the departments versus standard observation. Cluster-randomized, controlled and open trial methods were used. Implementation was investigated for protocols regarding the prevention of pressure lesions and the management of peripheral and central venous catheters. For both protocols, a checklist with the indicators needed for the evaluation was created. The study was divided into five time points. For the initial and final investigation, evaluators filled-in the checklists for both study groups; for the three intermediate investigations, the checklists were self-filled by the operators of the control group, while the operators of the experimental group received the intervention. For almost all indicators, the data show an increment in the adoption of correct practices. Nevertheless, the last investigation shows a significant (P < 0.05) difference between the two groups in favour of the experimental group: 12 process indicators versus one for catheter management protocol and seven versus one for protocol on pressure lesions. The main strong point of the study lies in carrying out an intervention aimed at improving the operators' adoption of two protocols as a whole, rather than of single procedures. The audit intervention allowed to highlight some more subjective criticalities important in determining the success or failure of the implementation of effective practices.